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The purpose of this Research is to know how applying of treatment of accountancy to earnings of CV. Palera Indah

Analyzer used in this research to analysis qualitative with approach theoretically and the quantitative analysis with approach of Method of Percentage by using category of size measure input (input measures), that is pursuant to method of percentage of expense to expense (cost to cost method)

From result of analysis which the writer have to conduct seen by that profit obtained the company by using revenue recognition for termin for the year ending 31 December 2006 is equal to Rp. 19.443.650,- while if company use method of percentage of solving of hence the profit obtained by company of equal to Rp. 97.218.250,-. For the year ending 31 December 2007 if using revenue recognition for termin, profit obtained by Rp. 136.117.418,- and if using method of method of percentage of solving of profit obtained [by] [is] equal to Rp. 58.342.818,-.